The aim of the present study was to analyze samples of the industrialized drugs, topiramate and levothyroxine sodium by FT-IR and XRD for a period of five months. Cluster chemometrics and principal component analysis were used to plot the samples in this time series and to compare FT-IR and XRD techniques for drug classification. By means of the chemometric analyzes of the time series it was possible to separate the two drugs in different groups satisfactorily. The analysis of PCA showed great homogeneity between samples, explaining 99.8% of the variability of the data, confirming the integrity of the sample matrices during the period. The comparison between FT-IR and XRD techniques showed great efficiency for drug classification. The FT-IR technique explained 99.9% of the variability of the data from the sample set while the XRD technique explained 98.6%. Given the above, you can prove the integrity of topiramate medication and levothyroxine sodium over time by means of spectroscopic analyzes associated with chemometric analysis, as well as prove the efficiency of midinfrared techniques, and diffraction X-ray coupled to chemometric analysis Quality control in the pharmaceutical segment.
Introduction
The pharmaceutical industry has come up with the need to increase the life expectancy of the population. The drugs that were manufactured in a traditional manner and only supplied the family demand, are now produced on a large scale [1] . Currently pharmaceutical companies aim to research, produce, market and distribute medicines to the community. The pharmaceutical industry is one of the sectors that move the world market. In Brazil, the sector is in monopolized by large companies, which were the most foreign capital [2] .
The levothyroxine sodium (C15H10I4NNaO4.H2O) is an odorless salt, its color varies from white and pale yellow, it is hygroscopic and can be amorphous or crystalline powder. It is considered a synthetic levo-isomer and is used in hormone replacement therapy or supplementation in patients who have hypothyroidism [3;2] . The chemical structure of levothyroxine sodium is represented in FIGURE 1. Topiramate (Cl2H21NO8S) is other drug widely used in Brazil. It is derived from D-fructose and its first use was to combat diabetes. Because of its multiple mechanisms of action, the drug can be used to control schizophrenic and seizures, has anticonvulsant properties and has use as a treatment for dependence disorders to drugs and alcohol as well, bipolar disorders. The topiramate chemical structure is shown in FIGURE 2 [5;6;7] . There are several techniques to characterize chemical compounds, among them, X-ray diffraction and mid-infrared spectroscopy. The Xray Diffraction (XRD) provides the crystal structure of a compound using coherent scattering of radiation X. A crystalline compound is formed by highly ordered atoms. therefore, it is said that these atoms are uniformly and orderly distributed in a diffraction grating. Each atom or molecule has a specific place in diffraction grating, and the smallest unit of the crystal holding the symmetry of the molecule is called a cell unit. Through multiple copies of the unit cell, one can draw the geometry of the crystal. The distance between points in a lattice is in the range of 10 -10 meters, which is the same spectral range of X-rays, it makes it possible to trace a noticeable diffraction pattern [8;9] . Diffuse Reflection Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFTS) has great application in both pharmaceutical research and in the chemical industry in general. This spectroscopic technique, the infrared beam strikes a small amount of sample, and after that being partially absorbed infrared radiation returns by multiple scattering. Its advantages are to obtain fast results with small amounts of samples, the minimum waste generation as well as the low cost of the analysis [10] . The result of this analysis is an infrared spectrum that provides absorbance intensity function against characteristic wave number for each functional group present in the analyte. It is, therefore, widespread for the characterization of compounds by their chemical structure [11] .
The interaction data from the chemical analysis with statistical techniques is called chemometrics [11] . There are several studies that use of chemometrics for relating the spectroscopic data provided by FT-IR, using multivariate statistical analysis, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), capable of determining the correlation between a data group, or cluster analysis, used to group data sets through similar characteristics [12] .
Given the above the present study aimed to analyze samples of industrialized drugs, topiramate and levothyroxine, for mid-infrared through DRIFTS accessory, for five months, using the chemometric techniques of clustering and principal component analysis to draw profile samples in this time series.
Results and Discussion

Temporal Analysis
When subjected to the insidence of an infrared beam, each chemical bond vibrates at specific wavelengths, generating a FT-IR spectrum. It is possible to characterize the compounds, identify the chemical functions present in the molecular structure, identify similarities in their molecular structure, and mainly, to differentiate them from each other [10; 13] . In FIGURES 3 and 4, the FT-IR spectra generated for the topiramate and levothyroxine sodium drugs, respectively, are presented. For example, the chemical amine function present in both drugs can be mentioned. The amines are characterized by the presence of a nitrogen atom in the carbon chain in the form of N-R, where R is a saturated carbon radical. This chemical function appears between 3,500 and 3,000 cm -1 [13] , and in the spectra presented, these peaks can be observed in this wavelength range. Proving the presence of amines in the structure of the molecule of each of the active principles. However, as the objective of the article was not to characterize the drugs, the spectral peaks characteristic of each chemical function present in the molecular structure of both levothyroxine sodium and topiramate were not shown. Multivariate analysis of clustering and ACP were performed to analyze the data set pattern of these arrays in function of time to increase sensitivity and efficiency of classification techniques, spectral bands where there was no change in the respective signals have been excluded. Thus, three spectral tracks (called T1, T2 and T3) were removed: T1 from 4000.00 to 3764.00 cm -1 , T2 from 2841.50 to 2401.00 cm -1 and T3 from 2246.00 to 1716.50 cm -1 .
A cluster analysis was able to classify the drug groups according to their similar chemical characteristics. The dendrogram horizontal line represents the linkage distance among samples. In the samples dendrogram of TP and LS spectral data of FT-IR (FIGURE 5) revealed a grouping of replicates of each drug in two distinct groups with similar homogeneity.
The principal component analysis (PCA) has grouped the spectroscopic data set according to their chemical similarities. Topiramate data set is grouped forming a very homogeneous group, the latter being separated by principal components 1 and 2. The same happened to levothyroxine sodium, but with less consistency, in which the data set was dispersed among graph quadrants I and IV. LS drugs were more sensitivity in the course of time. They showed chemical differences during the sampling. Possibility, chemical oxidations by oxygen may have occurred during this storage time.
Samples TP medicament are grouped on the left side and the samples LS drug was clustered right (FIGURE 6). Each type of product has been classified into different groups, with the accuracy of classification and chemical differences in each of the drugs. The explanatory power of the ACP is the sum of the percentages of the main components 1 and 2. Thus, the two main components of the TP and LS data set explain 98.5% of the variance of the original data. This value showed high discrimination power between drugs.
Techniques PCA and cluster were efficient to evaluate industrialized drugs chemical integrity. However, the sample matrix LS, proved to be more sensitive to degradation due to its greater dispersion in the sample set of PCA and the LS_DEC samples that were grouped with the sample set of TP. Even with this dispersion in the data set, the FT-IR technique combined with chemometric proved to be an important tool for monitoring during shelf-live drug. 
FT-IR and XRD Techniques comparison for Drug Classification
The data sets obtained by analysis of the FT-IR and XRD drugs are shown in FIGURE 7 and 8, respectively. However, the peaks characteristic of each chemical function were not described in this paper. In the samples dendrogram of TP and LS spectral data of FT-IR (FIGURE 9) can observe the grouping of replicates of each drug. Both drug samples showed similar homogeneity. The XRD dendrogram (FIGURE 10) also confirmed this classification, since they were formed two distinct groups of the analyzed drugs. When performing the principal component analysis (PCA) with data sets, both in FT-IR (FIGURE 11) and in the XRD (FIGURE 12) were grouped according to their chemical similarities. The data set of levothyroxine these two techniques were clustered, forming a very homogeneous group, the latter being separated by principal components 1 and 2. And the same happened to topiramate, but with less homogeneity. For ACP and FT-IR data set, the samples LS (red) were grouped on the right side and left side, the samples were TP (green). For the XRD data set of the samples LS (brown) were grouped on the left side and the right side, the samples were TP (red). For PCA-IR, the sum of the principal component 1 and 2 explain 99.9% of the variance of the original data. Two main components of the XRD PCA are able to explain 98.6% of the data variability. And these values of high power of discrimination between drugs.
Both multivariate techniques ACP and cluster were efficient in the industrialized drugs topiramate and levothyroxine rating. However, the FT-IR technique was more sensitive as the classification of dragees that the technique XRD.
Material and Methods
The samples consisted of industrialized drug active principles: levothyroxine sodium and topiramate. Two dragees were used, the same batch and manufacturer for FT-IR analysis and a dragee from the same batch and manufacturer to XRD analysis.
The drugs were macerated with the aid of mortar and pestle and placed in eppendorf vials labeled with the number 1 and 2, corresponding to each dragee. The mass corresponding to dragee 1 had its mass divided between analyzes so that, of the mass of drug was used for FT-IR analysis, part of the mass to XRD analysis. Analyses occurred in duplicate to FT-IR and XRD.
IR spectra were obtained on Frontier spectrometer (Perkin Elmer®) Brand Fourier Transform, and DRIFTS accessory for diffuse reflectance. The parameters of analysis were: spectral range used ranged from 400 to 4000 cm -1 , resolution of 2 cm -1 and accumulation number of 32 scans per spectrum. Was used 5 mg of sample together with 95 mg of a nonabsorbent matrix, potassium bromide (KBr). The blank, however, was performed only with KBr.
The X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained on a Rigaku diffractometer, model MiniFlex 600, using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å). The default settings for the XRD analysis were: voltage of 40 kV, current of 15 mA, in a range of 3 to 60° in 2θ mode. Opening slit of divergence and receiving of 0.125° and 0.3°, respectively. It was used step of 0.02° and step scan mode with 4 second scan per step.
The data generated by FT-IR and XRD were subjected to multivariate analysis, Principal Component Analysis -PCA and Cluster, performed with the aid of Pirouette software version 4.5 with MSC transformation and preprocessing of centralization by mean.
Conclusions
Through this study, it was confirmed that both multivariate techniques, clustering and PCA, combined with spectroscopic technique of FT-IR, were effective for time series evaluation of drugs industrialized topiramate and levothyroxine.
The spectroscopic data set dendrogram of temporal analysis split into two separate groups the drugs, TP and LS. The samples from each group showing still high homogeneity. Spectroscopic data set PCA of temporal analysis formed two different groups too. Topiramate dataset formed a very homogeneous group. And the same, happened for levothyroxine sodium, but less homogeneity, because the samples were dispersed between the quadrants I and IV of scores graph.
The sample LS, proved to be more sensitive to degradation due to its greater dispersion in the sample set of ACP, while TP drug may have undergone chemical oxidation. Even with this dispersion in the data set, the FT-IR combined with chemometrics technique proved to be an important tool for quality control of drugs topiramate and levothyroxine sodium.
The study may also confirm the efficiency of the classification of TP and LS drugs from pharmaceutical companies, through FT-IR techniques and XRD combined with chemometrics. The both dendrograms as FT-IR as XRD, separating the two drugs in different groups, because of their chemical characteristics. Introducing greater homogeneity for the set of FT-IR data. Identifications by ACP through FT-IR and XRD were efficient in the rankings of both drugs. However, the FT-IR technique was more sensitive as the classification for this type of matrices.
From the foregoing, the association of FT-IR techniques and DRX with the statistics technical, clustering and ACP, could be applied to assessment for industrialized drugs. In order to determine its quality and its similarity to drugs already standardized during time series. It is therefore a practical way to carry out quality control for industrial drugs.
